The R-vest has integral weight pockets, each capable of holding up to 6kg of lead. The lead block is inserted from the top and is easily fastened in place.

The R-vest has integral weight pockets that can be quick-released if required. Pulling the release handle drops the entire integrated welt belt.

Crotch straps must be used for securing R-vest safely and when lifting.

Attachment for umbilical

The R-vest has integral weight pockets capable of holding up to a 15 litre cylinder.

Chest D-rings, suitable for attaching equipment and as a front attachment point when lifting.

Stainless steel buckles

Lead block

Unobstructed access to inflation valve

Integral weight pockets

Back mountable cylinder bag capable of holding up to a 15 litre cylinder

Lump hammer/tool attachment loops

Weightbelt quick-release handle

Shoulder D-rings for lifting
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